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XECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report highlights my internship which began 1 March 2023 and will end on 15
August 2023. I am pleased that I succeeded to complete my industrial training for 6
months in UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka, as required by Bachelor of Business
Administration (Hons.) Marketing.

In this report, based on my assessment and my view, I made a SWOT analysis for
Marketing program in UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka which contains strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats as well as given some recommendations to
improve the problems of Marketing program in UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka.

The main objective of the industrial training is to give the students the real
experience in workplace before entering the real job. Other than that, in this report, I have
made my training reflection, SWOT analysis, recommendations and conclusions of the
report.
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OMPANY'S PROFILE

UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka, also known as UiTM City
Campus Melaka, is one of the campuses of Universiti Teknologi MARA
(UiTM) located in the state of Melaka, Malaysia. The campus is situated
in the heart of Melaka city, contributing to its accessibility and vibrant
atmosphere.

The establishment of UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka dates back
to the early 1980s when UiTM recognized the need to expand its
facilities and accommodate a larger student population. Construction of
the campus began in 1983, and it was officially opened in 1985.

The campus offers a wide range of academic programs across
various disciplines, including business, engineering, computer science,
architecture, design, and more. It caters to undergraduate and
postgraduate students, providing them with quality education and
practical skills relevant to the industry.

UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka is known for its state-of-the-art
facilities and modern infrastructure. The campus is equipped with well-
equipped classrooms, laboratories, workshops, libraries, and computer
facilities to support students' learning and research activities. It also
provides amenities such as hostels, sports facilities, cafeterias, and
recreational areas to enhance the students' campus experience.



OMPANY'S PROFILE

As part of the UiTM network, the campus follows the university's
mission to produce competent professionals and contribute to the
development of the nation. It strives to provide a conducive learning
environment, foster academic excellence, and promote research and
innovation.

The campus in Melaka also benefits from its strategic location.
Melaka is a historically rich city known for its cultural heritage and tourist
attractions. Students studying at UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka have
the opportunity to experience the unique blend of tradition and modernity
that the city offers.

Overall, UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka is a dynamic campus
within the UiTM system, offering a diverse range of academic programs
and providing students with a comprehensive learning experience. It
plays a significant role in contributing to the education landscape of
Melaka and producing skilled professionals for the country’s workforce.
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• Mission

To lead the development of agile, professional bumiputeras through state-of-the-art
curricula and impactful research.

• Vision

To. establish UiTM as a Globally Renowned University of Science, Technology,
Humanities and Entrepreneurship.

• Objective

J

J
J
J
J
J
J

1 .To expedite accessibility to higher education
2 .To provide world-class education
3 .To offer competitive academic programmes that fulfil market needs, spearhead

national development and promote global prosperity
4 .To produce well-balanced, entrepreneurial graduates who are globally competent
5 .To strengthen the internationalisation of values via enhancement programmes

• University logo

The logo incorporates four main colors:
. Dark Blue shows the maturity of an institute of higher learning, which offers different

levels of study.
. Purple symbolises excellence in global knowledge.
. Yellow represents the sovereignty of the Malay kings and the struggle of the Malays

in an effort to take the national education towards excellence.
. White shows the sacred and pure knowledge offered to the students.

The overall shape of the logo maintains the original shape in order to retain the identity of
UiTM as the font of knowledge.

4
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Organization chart

1
• FPP MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

1
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PROGRAM:

BA243
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UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka is the 2nd UiTM branch in Melaka. It has only two
types of faculty which is Faculty of Management and Business and Faculty of Hotel and
Tourism Management. Faculty of Management and Business consists of five programs
which is Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons.) Marketing, Bachelor of Office
Systems Management (Hons.), Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons.) in
International Business, Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons.) in Financial and
lastly Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons.) in Human Resource Management.
However, in Faculty of Hotel and Tourism Management only consists one program which
is Bachelor of Science (Hons.) Tourism Management.

In addition, UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka provide the accommodations for
students who need place which is Kolej Tun Mamat for boys and Kolej Tun Mutahlr for
girls only. The facility such as ’Unit Kesihatan' are also provided by UiTM Kampus
Bandaraya Melaka for those students who need their service. Furthermore, UiTM
Kampus Bandaraya Melaka also have Library and Learning Resources for students and
lectures to those who want to access to digital resources. The library consists of 2 level
which is level 1 and level 12.

Other than that, at UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka, there is also learning space
which called 24 hours learning room at level 1 beside the library. This space is useful for
students who wants to have some discussion or doing study group as the space is open
for 24 hours. Student can also doing their research and assignments using the free Wifi
that are provided to all students. This space are also available to all staff and lecturers.
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RAINING'S REFLECTION

Duration: Specific date, working day and time

. From 1 March 2023 until 15 August 2023 which consists of 6 months, 24 weeks

. The working hours are from 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.

. Monday to Friday

Details: Department, roles, responsibilities, assignments ,
tasks.

My practical training started on Wednesday, 1 March 2023 at UiTM Kampus
Bandaraya Melaka. I do my practical training at level 6 as a practical unit assistant under
the management of Madam Shiba and Madam Hazwani. I undergo my practical from 1
March 2023 until 15 August 2023 with Madam Hazwani that being my supervisor for 6
months.

During my practical as an assistant in practical unit, my job scope is helping the
practical coordinator by handle the application letter as well as do other tasks as directed
by the practical training coordinator and the head of the faculty from time to time. Apart
from the job scope that have being listed, every month, I have to make a logbook and
register the arrival system through Eclock before and after work hours every day. Besides
that, one of my daily tasks is to check the practical email FPP. Here I will check the
company’s practical answers, screen companies that want to apply for practical students,
and promote the advertisement in the telegram group that has a student part 5 after being
approved by the coordinator of the practical unit, Madam Hazwani.

There is a lot of events that I managed to hadle such as being the MC for "Jamuan
Raya Lagi Fpp”, being as an assistant during initial briefing of industrial training for
Madam Shiba and Madam Hazwani and being liaison officer for Indonesia lectures that
came to UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka for 5 days. It is a nice experience and a good
exposure for me who always in the practice unit.
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STRENGTHS

• Develop skills

The strength for Marketing programs is develop skills. According to The Most In-
Demand Skills For Marketers (Tequia Burt, 2023), management skills, digital marketing
skill,advertising skills are listed in the top 10 list that have been mentioned. As for
management skills, these top abilities uncover a few intriguing patterns with regards to
showcasing. Obviously, businesses aren't only searching for promotion specialists when
they employ them for showcasing positions. All things being equal, with abilities like "the
executives,” "correspondence," "authority,” and "venture the board" in such popularity in
2023, they’re searching for experts who can oversee themselves as well as other people,
who figure out the more extensive objectives of the whole association, and who can add
to these objectives in a proactive manner.

Next, digital marketing skills. Every year, the terms "digital marketing" and
"marketing" become more interchangeable, and by 2023, recruiting managers will be
looking for digital marketing expertise regardless of specialisation. It's easy to see why,
almost no firm today could function without a comprehensive digital marketing plan, and
the more vital such strategies become, the more critical it is to have an expert directing
them.

Therefore, The Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons.) Marketing curriculum
at UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka's Faculty of Business Management is designed to
train and expose students to important marketing concepts and methods. It will also
provide them with a thorough understanding of marketing through real-world case studies
and industry networking. Students will be able to work as marketing experts in both
domestic and worldwide businesses. In this program, the students will be covered with
Strategic Marketing, Business Marketing, Digital Marketing, Global Marketing,
Relationship Marketing, Channels Marketing, Product Management, Marketing
Communication, Understanding Consumers and Marketing Research.

9
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In addition, this Marketing program offers students the opportunity to learn the third
language which is Mandarin. Marketing’s students will be study for 3 semesters, starting
from semester 1 until semester 3 which contain "Introductory Mandarin (I), Introductory
Mandarin (II), and Introductory Mandarin (III). During Mandarin class, students will be
learn how to write and the technique of mandarin letters as well as the daily words in
Mandarin.

In UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka, there are lecturers who have very good skills
to teach Mandarin. Nowadays, the premium level of the labor market is someone who can
speak multiple languages. As a marketing student, one of the biggest benefits of learning
Mandarin is speaking with stakeholders around the globe. Learning the third language
can be more empathetic, tolerant, and less judgmental towards diverse cultures and
ideas. Knowing any widely spoken language opens up a whole new world of
communication possibilities.

10
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• Practical approach

Next, the strength for Marketing program is practical approach. The Marketing
program at UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka focuses on practical skills development,
providing students with hands-on experience through industry projects and internships.
This practical approach enhances students marketability by equipping them with relevant
skills. For example, the real-life projects which means the Marketing program involve real-
life marketing projects that students have to work on individually or in groups. These
projects could be centered around developing marketing plans, conducting market
research, creating advertising campaigns, or solving marketing challenges for actual

} businesses.

The famous Russian playwright Anton Chekhov said, "Knowledge is of no value
I unless you put it into practice”. Even if students read about a fact or a lesson in the best

way possible, it will not get straight to their mind. Working on a practical project will allow
them to be a part of it while also gaining a deeper comprehension of the content because
it contains everything, it depicts an entire experience.

Furthermore, Marketing program for practical projects* main purpose is to student
knowledge and prepare for real-life problems in their career path. If the students are
theoretically powerful, they will simply be a candidate who understands a lot of things.

। However, if the students are given the opportunity to manage and solve the challenges
I that their learning partners are experiencing, they will be able to become an experienced

candidate with hands-on experience. Participating in the programme's initiatives will help
the Marketing students to stand out from the crowd when applying for jobs and land the
job of their dreams.

J
J
J

J
J
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j ♦ Having high credit hours

The Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons.) Marketing is a program with high
credit hours per semester compared to others program. In UiTM Kampus Bandaraya
Melaka, the credit hours for Marketing program is 121 compared to others program,
International Business which only have 120 credit hours per semeste. The picture below
shows the credit hours between Marketing program and International Busines.

J

J
These high credit hours can be bring a bad impact on students. From living alone

to juggling chores and studying, among other things, university life might be one of those
times in the life when the students wish for a day with more than 24 hours. The number of
tasks that must be completed in a single day can be excessive, to the point where
develop irregular sleeping patterns and establish a habit of completing everything only
before their deadlines.

J
J
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I WEAKNESSES

• Having limited students intake

Next, the weaknesses for Marketing program is having limited students intake. UiTM
offers mainly 2 intake sessions which is in March and September based on the level of
study offered. UiTM has its own criteria for students to apply, which is open to SPM
leavers, STPM leavers, Diploma, Master and Phd graduates. Nowadays, to helps the
undergraduates to grow their professional network and the communication skills, higher
education will makes them feel more financially, socially secure and professional. The
chart below shows the difference numberin the year 2020 and 2021 for Marketing
program.

100

2021

In the year 2020, the students intake for Marketing students is 91 students while in
the year 2021, the students intake for Marketing students is only 8 student. It shows a
very sharp drop in student intake for Marketing student. The cause of limited student
intake in this program is due to the lack of exposed to marketing program as many
students does not know what can they be in the future. Efficient exposure can attract the
attention of students to bring them closer to the Marketing program, therefore can
increase the number of existing intakes.

13
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* Highly job demand market

The opportunities for Marketing program is highly job demand market. Part of
Malaysia’s shift to the digital space is the evolution of sales and marketing. Many
companies are now aware of the importance of digital marketing with today’s generation
of customers. Digital consumption and interaction have increased over the years and
have accelerated further during the pandemic. This has opened up new roles in
companies trying to leverage this new market opportunity. A digital marketing specialist is
an ideal job for those who want to create, manage, and execute digital marketing
campaigns. Thus, it is one of the most in-demand jobs for the future.

A marketing analyst role is for those who have expertise in data analysis.
Meanwhile, jobseekers who have a passion for social media can find a role as social
media managers. There are also plenty of rotes in content marketing, whether it’s as
writer or editor for written content, or video producer or graphic artist for video content.
Digital marketing is the new name of the game in marketing and sales today. It is an
industry filled with many opportunities especially for jobseekers who are eager and willing
to upskill and learn new things.

In UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka, the students will study the subject of Digital
Marketing during their 4th semester as this subject is currently on the list of jobs that have
the highest demand. According to the Linkedln, there is 860,000 positions that are
available in the company which is "Digital Marketing Specialist'’ that is one of the top ten

i most in demand careers. Furthermore, other digital market skills that are also in high
demand is content planning, social media, analytics and SEO. This is because the
number of connected positions which is relatively large as well as the digital marketing

| strategies that have so many dimensions.

14
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Next, the opportunities for Marketing program is industry projects and collaboration.

Marketing program has been collaborated with local businesses which is Ittihad Trading
for marketing projects. Based on this collaboration, students can work on real marketing

i challenges and provide solutions to actual clients, gaining exposure to real-world
scenarios.

Collaboration can be incredibly beneficial for marketing students in various ways.
There are some of the key advantages which is skill complementarity. It is mean by
different students bring different skills to the table. Some may excel in creative design,
others in data analysis, and some in communication. Collaborating allows student to
leverage each other’s strengths and fill in each other’s weaknesses, resulting in more
comprehensive and well-rounded marketing projects.

In UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka, students can enhanced learning which means
working together on marketing projects allows them to learn from each other. They can
share knowledge, discuss theories, and exchange experiences, which can deepen their
understanding of marketing concepts and strategies. Other than that, increased
productivity which is when the students collaborate, tasks can be divided based on
individual strengths and interests, which often leads to increased productivity. By dividing
the workload, they can achieve more in less time.

Hence, collaboration offers marketing students a wealth of benefits, from improved
[earning and productivity to enhanced interpersonal and communication skills. Embracing
teamwork during the student studies will prepare them for a successful and rewarding
marketing career.

15
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• Ignorance of marketing course

The threats of Marketing program is the ignorance of marketing course. When we
talk about marketing, the teenagers might not know the benefit of taking this course as
they not have been exposed about this course. They also not know that this marketing
course is high demand for nowadays environment.

The students missed the opportunities to learn about marketing while there is a lot of
job opportunities related to marketing that are in high demand. Marketing courses often
include practical projects, case studies, and internships that provide valuable hands-on
experience. Ignorance of the course may result in students missing out on these
opportunities to apply theoretical knowledge to real-world situations.

Next, lack of engagement as the students who are unaware of the course content
may become disinterested and disengaged in class discussions, lectures, and activities.
This lack of engagement can hinder their learning and personal growth. It shows that this
subject is important to be exposed to students to prevent this kind of thing from
happening.

In UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka, they don’t give much exposure about the
advantages of taking Marketing programs. There is several branch that offered Marketing
program such as in UiTM Cawangan Perlis, UiTM Cawangan Kedah, UiTM Cawangan
Selangor, UiTM Cawangan Kelantan, UiTM Cawangan Johor, Uitm Cawangan Sabah
and lastly, UiTM Cawangan Sarawak. The ignorance of Marketing course will result
limited networking opportunities which means marketing courses offer networking
opportunities with professors, industry professionals, and fellow students. Ignorance of
the course may result in missed chances to establish valuable connections within the
marketing field.

16
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Competitive between faculty programs

Next, the other threats for Marketing programs is the competitive between faculty
programs. In UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka, there is 5 bachelor programs which is
Marketing, Human Resource Management, International Business, Finance and lastly
Office Management System. The chart below shows the number of students between
faculty programs in the year 2021.

In the year 2021, it shows that the numbers of students for Marketing programs
(BA240) is only 8 students while the numbers of students for Human Resource
Management (BA243) is 108 students and for Office Management Systems (BA232) has
22 students. The others program which is International Business (BA246) has 50
numbers of students same as Finance (BA242).
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In addition, while marketing is a vital and respected field, there are certain negative
perceptions associated with the marketing course or profession that some individuals may
hold. Some of the negative perceptions for marketing courses include deceptive
advertising which means there may be concerns that marketing courses encourage
students to create misleading advertisements that exaggerate product benefits or conceal
potential drawbacks as well as intrusive advertising which means negative perceptions
that may arise due to the use of intrusive advertising methods, such as aggressive pop-up
ads or spam emails, which can irritate consumers.

Environmental concerns means that some people believe that marketing often
promotes products or services that may be harmful to the environment, contributing to
overconsumption and waste are also the reason why Marketing is getting negative
perceptions. SPM leavers are the people who are affected by this factors. In some cases,
marketing students may face skepticism about the credibility of their claims or
recommendations, as they could be perceived as biased towards promoting their
company's interests.

It's crucial to note that these perceptions may not accurately represent the entire
marketing field or the principles taught in marketing courses. Ethical marketing practices,
consumer-centric strategies, and responsible advertising are essential components of
modern marketing education. The discipline aims to create value for consumers while
meeting the objectives of businesses in a transparent and ethical manner. Addressing
these negative perceptions requires a focus on promoting responsible marketing
practices and highlighting the positive impact of marketing on businesses and society.

18
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ISCUSSION AND
RECOMMENDATION

I  STRENGTHS
। • Develop skills

: •;•■:/>Jnrner.d apply ng soft skills development. Soft skill development refers to the

( process of improving and enhancing one’s nontechnical or interpersonal skills. These
skills are more related to how a person interacts with others, communicates, and

( m a n a g e s  themselves in various situations. Unlike hard skills, which are specific and
measurable abilities related to a particular job or task, soft skills are transferable and
valuable in both personal and professional contexts. In addition to technical skills, the

I  course should focus on developing soft skills such as communication, presentation,
teamwork, and leadership, as these are crucial for success in the marketing industry.

I Marketing students in UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka should apply soft skills that
include communication which means effective verbal and written communication active

■ listening, and the abii.ty to convey i teas dearly Other than that conflk t resolution which
I'i means managing and resolving conflicts or disagreements in a constructive manner are

glsp: the soft skilly that Marketing stadente should apply to become a better per®n.

1  Soft ski is are  essential for pe rsor.al development career advancement, and overall
I. success in various aspects of life. They are highly sought after bv employers as they
| :  contribute to a positive work environment, effective teamwork, and the ability to handle

challenges and uncertainties. Soft skill development can be achieved through various
means, including workshops, training programs, practice, feedback, and self-reflection,
t’s ar ongoing process that requires continuous effort and a wi i’rgness to rmprcve and

grow.
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• Having high credit hours

As for the weaknesses, I would recommend UiTM Kampus Bandareya Melaka to re
evaluate the credit hours for Marketing program. They should conduct a needs
assessment For examples, gather the feedback from students who have taken the
course in the past, current students, and faculty members. Analyze their opinions on the
course’s difficulty level, workload, and the time required to complete assignments and
projects. Other than that, align with learning outcomes which means UiTM Kampus
Bandaraya Melaka should ensure that the credit hours align with the learning outcomes
of the course. If the course aims to develop specific skills and competencies, the credit
hours should reflect the time and effort required to achieve those outcomes.

Marketing students in UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka should apply soft skills that
include communication which means effective verbal and written communication, active
listening, and the ability to convey ideas clearly. Other than that, conflict resolution which
means managing and resolving conflicts or disagreements in a constructive manner are
also the soft skills that Marketing students should apply to become a better person.

Studying for long periods without adequate breaks and rest can have diminished
focus and concentration which means studying for long periods can lead to mental
fatigue, reducing focus and concentration, making it harder to retain information
effectively as well as having sleep disruptions because of studying for a long periods.
Long study sessions may interfere with regular sleep patterns, affecting overall cognitive
function and memory consolidation. By doing this, the students can also reduce their
learning stress and help them be active in participating in co-cumcular areas or programs
under Ui I M, wh ch can be used as their basic skills in the future of their careers

20
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ISCUSSION AND
RECOMMENDATION

1

OPPORTUNITIES
* Highly job demand market

I would recommend UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka to invest in marketing
technology: With the increasing importance of digital marketing which is the high job
demand market nowaday, universities should invest in marketing-related software and
tools. Students should have access to industry-standard platforms to team and practice
marketing techniques effectively.

Marketing technology or are often referred as MarTech, encompasses various
software tools, platforms, and technologies designed to streamline and optimize
marketing processes. Martech trends do not appear and disappear overnight but emerge
and fade from the limelight (Christine Crandell,2023). With this investing, UiTM Kampus
Bandaraya Melaka can improved efficiency which means marketing technology can
automate repetitive tasks, such as email marketing, social media posting, and lead
nurturing, freeing up valuable time for marketers to focus on strategic planning and
creative initiatives.

In addition, Marketing students can give a better customer experience if they
manage to use MarTech. Marketing technology enables personalized and targeted
marketing campaigns, leading to improved customer experiences and increased
customer satisfaction. Ultimately, investing in marketing technology requires a careful
assessment of your business goals, marketing strategy, and available resources. When
chosen and implemented wisely, marketing technology can become a powerful asset in
driving business growth and success.

21
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ISCUSSION AND
RECOMMENDATION

I THREATS
I • Ignorance of marketing course

As for threats I would recommend UiTM Kumous Baiidaraya Melaka to
|  implement the program in collaboration with external companies i-or examples A brief
"  overview of conferences or seminars that can held at UiTM as well as it also helps to
g, improve UiTM's reputeton. Other than that, peer-to-peer sharing sessions are also canI be held at the UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka by their alumni. Peer-to-peer sharing Is

e'fecfve because students tend to believe the information as thev learn from tneirI classmates rather than from large fa c e ts  Institutions.

By doing this collaboration with external companies, UiTM Kampus Bandaraya1 Melaka maintains strong ties with B e industry, including partoerships with local
businesses and organizations. These connections often lead to internship and job
placement opportunities for students. Engaging with industry professionals and gaining
practical experience during the course of study enhances students’ marketability and
increases their chances cf securing e m p iw p i:  upon g^iuat-or.

|  Furthermore, collaborating with external companies can offer numerous benefits to

businesses, fostering innovation, growth, and expanded opportunities.Several factors toI success in this collaboration is having clear communication between two parties which
"  means establish open and tanspafent communication channels between, the
।  collaborating teams to maintain clarity and avoid misunderstandings.

I
I
I
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In conclusion, this internship at UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka has been an
exceptional opportunity for personal and professional growth. I leave with a sense of
accomplishment and enthusiasm for the future, knowing that the experiences gained here
will continue to shape my career trajectory. I am excited to apply the skills and insights
acquired during this internship as I move forward, confident that they will serve as a
strong foundation for my future endeavors.

While conducting SWOT analysis for Marketing program, I realized that UITM
Kampus Bandaraya Melaka has diverse range of perspective. Being the biggest number
of having many branch in Malaysia will not run away from having shortcomings. As a
result , I believe that the swot analysis that I have listed can help UiTM Kampus
Bandaraya Melaka to overcome the problems. Aside from that, I believe that many
students are interested in further studies at UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka because of
the top management and all the lectures are giving full committed to guide the students
no matter what program are they from until becoming a successful student that can
graduate on time (GOT).

I would like to thank UiTM Kampus Bandaraya Melaka for providing students the
best service and experience during Industrial Training periods. Finally, I am eager to
continue building upon the lessons learned and striving for excellence in all my future
undertakings. This internship has been an invaluable chapter in my life, and I am truly
grateful for the opportunity.
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• Figure below shows the poster and slide design that I have create.
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• The figure below shows the initial briefing of industrial training.
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• The figure below shows the activity for being liaison officer for Indonesia lecturer
and for being Me of the ’Jamuan Fpp Raya Lagi*.
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